CyberSecurity for Manufacturers
The internet has changed the way many manufacturers do business. Computer-based tools help us to
get more done in less time and to gather more data to make better decisions. Unfortunately, these
tools that help us to run our businesses better, can also leave us vulnerable to a cyber attack.

Why care?
“I used to think- why
would anyone target a company
like us? But, we are all at risk. This
threat is real.”
“We were in survival mode for 2-3 weeks.
We suffered signiﬁcant cash costs for
forensics and restoration, dramatic
productivitiy losses and virtually no
outbound selling activities for about 4
weeks.”
“In the middle of a crisis, it was
uplifting to receive FastLane’s
support.”

43% - breach victims were small & medium businesses*
78% - Increase in supply chain attacks in 2019*
$200,000 - the average cost of a cyber attack**
7 months - Average time to identify a breach in 2019*
*Cyber-Observer.com

Common Types of
Attacks and Breaches

**CNBC

CyberSecurity Journey
Manufacturers can struggle to identify the resources they need to protect their businesses.
FastLane’s team of experienced, unbiased manufacturing advisors help to assess your speciﬁc needs
and guide you to vetted third party cybersecurity solution providers in your area.

Cybersecurity Process
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•NIST 800-171

•Analyze network

•Take action

•CMMC

•Review policies

•Other Industry
Standards

•Employee
awareness

•Complete
remediation
•Get compliant

Manufacturers often feel frustrated or overwhelmed when they don’t have what they need to solve a problem.
FastLane advisors get you to solutions faster to make your life easier.
The Manufacturing Success Plan
1.

Schedule a meeting with FastLane

2.

Choose a problem or opportunity to work on

3.

Get solutions faster

4.

Cross it off your list

CONTACT US:
To protect your business from cybersecurity threats
or to learn more about cybersecurity best
practices, contact:

1700 S. Patterson Blvd. #7537
Dayton, Ohio 45409
937-229-1368
FastLane@udri.udayton.edu
Fastlane-mep.org

